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								At a glance


 
	A luxurious cottage with panoramic views of the Usk Valley, an ideal location to enjoy all the outdoor activities available in the surrounding areas
	Glorious south-facing garden leading down to a stream or soak in the hot tub in the mountain air after a BBQ
	Wonderful location for a family and friends gathering
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									Property code: BN171
									This stunning cottage is ideal for a group of friends wanting to celebrate in style. Relax in elegant living rooms, garden and hot tub, before exploring the trails of the Brecon Beacons.
Whisk family and friends away on a rural retreat and call this gorgeous country cottage home. With breathtaking views and a private hot tub, it’ll be hard to tear yourself away from the creature comforts and cosy nooks of this abode, but with plenty of walks straight from your door, you won’t have to travel far to stretch your legs.
Step inside and make yourself at home in this charming bolthole. Traditional, rustic charm meets contemporary style to create a light yet cosy feel which invites you to unwind and relax. Plenty of workspace in the kitchen means there is room for all hands-on deck when it comes to mealtimes, though the magical view across the Usk Valley might be slightly distracting. If you need to warm up after days adventuring the great outdoors, cosy up in the lounge and light the wood burner to keep the chill at bay as you delve into a book or switch on the TV. Spend evenings with a tipple in hand under the stars and soak the night away in the hot tub before heading upstairs to one of six bedrooms. Neutral tones and sumptuous bedding help you drift off to sleep before rising and taking a stroll around the south-facing garden.
Perfectly situated for those wishing to explore the magic of the Brecon Beacon National Park, trails run right from your door to spectacular landmarks and landscapes. A 2-mile walk will bring you to Pen-y-Crug, an old iron age hillfort where the views reach far across the national park and Usk Valley. If you want to climb higher, Pen y Fan, the highest peak in South Wales is 9 miles from home.


										6 bedrooms - 4 king-size bedrooms, 2 twin bedrooms can be made into super king zip-and-link by request (1 additional toddler bed in attic bedroom )
	6 bathrooms - 1 downstairs shower room, 3 en-suite shower rooms, 1 en-suite bathroom with shower over roll-top bath, 1 family bathroom with small bath
	6-hob gas Rangemaster double oven, American-style fridge/freezer, dishwasher, microwave and filter coffee machine
	Utility room washing machine, tumble dryer
	Cot and highchair available (bottom fitted sheet & cot duvet & cover provided, but please feel free to bring your own)
	TV with full Sky package, wireless Bose music system, plus TVs in 2 bedrooms
	Wi-Fi included
	Wood burner with first basket of logs included, additional logs available upon request
	Safes available in each bedroom
	Gun cabinet available
	Ample parking beside the property
	Patio and garden, with outdoor seating, BBQ and hot tub
	Stream in garden - children to be supervised at all times
	Please be aware the adjoining property does have 2 friendly dogs and a cat which do roam around the grounds and garden
	Shops and pubs — 2 miles, Brecon
	Arrival: 16:00 onwards
	Departure: before 10:00, unless otherwise stated in your arrival details
	Sorry, no dogs allowed
	There is an Accidental Damage Deposit of £500 when booking at this property, however this may be waived for £55.  We’ll provide more details about this when booking your holiday. 
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	A luxurious cottage with panoramic views of the Usk Valley, an ideal location to enjoy all the outdoor activities available in the surrounding areas
	Glorious south-facing garden leading down to a stream or soak in the hot tub in the mountain air after a BBQ
	Wonderful location for a family and friends gathering
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										Property code: BN171
										This stunning cottage is ideal for a group of friends wanting to celebrate in style. Relax in elegant living rooms, garden and hot tub, before exploring the trails of the Brecon Beacons.
Whisk family and friends away on a rural retreat and call this gorgeous country cottage home. With breathtaking views and a private hot tub, it’ll be hard to tear yourself away from the creature comforts and cosy nooks of this abode, but with plenty of walks straight from your door, you won’t have to travel far to stretch your legs.
Step inside and make yourself at home in this charming bolthole. Traditional, rustic charm meets contemporary style to create a light yet cosy feel which invites you to unwind and relax. Plenty of workspace in the kitchen means there is room for all hands-on deck when it comes to mealtimes, though the magical view across the Usk Valley might be slightly distracting. If you need to warm up after days adventuring the great outdoors, cosy up in the lounge and light the wood burner to keep the chill at bay as you delve into a book or switch on the TV. Spend evenings with a tipple in hand under the stars and soak the night away in the hot tub before heading upstairs to one of six bedrooms. Neutral tones and sumptuous bedding help you drift off to sleep before rising and taking a stroll around the south-facing garden.
Perfectly situated for those wishing to explore the magic of the Brecon Beacon National Park, trails run right from your door to spectacular landmarks and landscapes. A 2-mile walk will bring you to Pen-y-Crug, an old iron age hillfort where the views reach far across the national park and Usk Valley. If you want to climb higher, Pen y Fan, the highest peak in South Wales is 9 miles from home.


									

									
										
	
											Property code: BN171
												6 bedrooms - 4 king-size bedrooms, 2 twin bedrooms can be made into super king zip-and-link by request (1 additional toddler bed in attic bedroom )
	6 bathrooms - 1 downstairs shower room, 3 en-suite shower rooms, 1 en-suite bathroom with shower over roll-top bath, 1 family bathroom with small bath
	6-hob gas Rangemaster double oven, American-style fridge/freezer, dishwasher, microwave and filter coffee machine
	Utility room washing machine, tumble dryer
	Cot and highchair available (bottom fitted sheet & cot duvet & cover provided, but please feel free to bring your own)
	TV with full Sky package, wireless Bose music system, plus TVs in 2 bedrooms
	Wi-Fi included
	Wood burner with first basket of logs included, additional logs available upon request
	Safes available in each bedroom
	Gun cabinet available
	Ample parking beside the property
	Patio and garden, with outdoor seating, BBQ and hot tub
	Stream in garden - children to be supervised at all times
	Please be aware the adjoining property does have 2 friendly dogs and a cat which do roam around the grounds and garden
	Shops and pubs — 2 miles, Brecon
	Arrival: 16:00 onwards
	Departure: before 10:00, unless otherwise stated in your arrival details
	Sorry, no dogs allowed
	There is an Accidental Damage Deposit of £500 when booking at this property, however this may be waived for £55.  We’ll provide more details about this when booking your holiday. 



										


									

									
										
									

									

										
	
											

												
		
													

														From guests that have stayed at the property.


														
			
															

															Based on 7 guest ratings


															
																

																	
																		Overall cleanliness

																		
																			[image: Overall cleanliness 4.9 stars][image: Overall cleanliness 4.9 stars][image: Overall cleanliness 4.9 stars][image: Overall cleanliness 4.9 stars][image: Overall cleanliness 4.9 stars]4.9
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																							Jane 
																						
																							15th March 2024
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																						Reviewed by
																							Amy 
																						
																							2nd February 2024
																					

																					
																						[image: Guest rating 4.8 stars][image: Guest rating 4.8 stars][image: Guest rating 4.8 stars][image: Guest rating 4.8 stars][image: Guest rating 4.8 stars]
																					

																					I celebrated my 30th birthday here with my family and friends. It was absolutely every we could have hoped for. All the bedrooms are big with super comfy beds, and sooo many bathrooms! The kitchen, living room, and dining room were perfect for 12 people - not too crowded but not too big. And there is a hot tub that was already heated for our arrivaRead morel for an extra bonus!! We honestly had the best weekend here and would definitely stay again! Hide

																					
																				

																			

																		

																		

																	
																		
																			
																				
																					
																						Reviewed by
																							Anthony 
																						
																							21st July 2023
																					

																					
																						[image: Guest rating 4.8 stars][image: Guest rating 4.8 stars][image: Guest rating 4.8 stars][image: Guest rating 4.8 stars][image: Guest rating 4.8 stars]
																					

																					An outstandingly well equipped and comfortableholiday home set in an idyllic countryside.

																					
																				

																			

																		

																		
																	
																		
																			
																				
																					
																						Reviewed by
																							Krishna 
																						
																							14th July 2023
																					

																					
																						[image: Guest rating 5 stars][image: Guest rating 5 stars][image: Guest rating 5 stars][image: Guest rating 5 stars][image: Guest rating 5 stars]
																					

																					The cottage was perfect. Every detail was considered and the location is better than any property we have stayed in before. Special thanks goes to Adrian who looked after us completely; nothing was too much trouble. Safe to say we had a fantastic holiday in Gludy and will absolutely book again.
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																							Helen 
																						
																							14th April 2023
																					

																					
																						[image: Guest rating 5 stars][image: Guest rating 5 stars][image: Guest rating 5 stars][image: Guest rating 5 stars][image: Guest rating 5 stars]
																					

																					Had a lovely week. The view of Pen y Fan is amazing and cottage the best equipped of any I have stayed in.
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																							Sean 
																						
																							8th September 2022
																					

																					
																						[image: Guest rating 4.4 stars][image: Guest rating 4.4 stars][image: Guest rating 4.4 stars][image: Guest rating 4.4 stars][image: Guest rating 4.4 stars]
																					

																					This is a large house a couple of miles from Brecon, tucked down a narrow lane. The house is well equipped and very comfortable with a large kitchen, dining room and sitting room (with a great wood burner in it). The views of the mountains from the kitchen and back garden are spectacular. If you're not driving, you'll need a taxi or nominated driveRead morer to get you to pubs and restaurants but overall a great place to stay for a large group. We'd certainly stay again. Hide
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														Note: As the postcode is used to identify the general area of the property, it may not always reflect its precise location, therefore please only use this map as a guide.
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	A luxurious cottage with panoramic views of the Usk Valley, an ideal location to enjoy all the outdoor activities available in the surrounding areas
	Glorious south-facing garden leading down to a stream or soak in the hot tub in the mountain air after a BBQ
	Wonderful location for a family and friends gathering
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											Property code: BN171
											This stunning cottage is ideal for a group of friends wanting to celebrate in style. Relax in elegant living rooms, garden and hot tub, before exploring the trails of the Brecon Beacons.
Whisk family and friends away on a rural retreat and call this gorgeous country cottage home. With breathtaking views and a private hot tub, it’ll be hard to tear yourself away from the creature comforts and cosy nooks of this abode, but with plenty of walks straight from your door, you won’t have to travel far to stretch your legs.
Step inside and make yourself at home in this charming bolthole. Traditional, rustic charm meets contemporary style to create a light yet cosy feel which invites you to unwind and relax. Plenty of workspace in the kitchen means there is room for all hands-on deck when it comes to mealtimes, though the magical view across the Usk Valley might be slightly distracting. If you need to warm up after days adventuring the great outdoors, cosy up in the lounge and light the wood burner to keep the chill at bay as you delve into a book or switch on the TV. Spend evenings with a tipple in hand under the stars and soak the night away in the hot tub before heading upstairs to one of six bedrooms. Neutral tones and sumptuous bedding help you drift off to sleep before rising and taking a stroll around the south-facing garden.
Perfectly situated for those wishing to explore the magic of the Brecon Beacon National Park, trails run right from your door to spectacular landmarks and landscapes. A 2-mile walk will bring you to Pen-y-Crug, an old iron age hillfort where the views reach far across the national park and Usk Valley. If you want to climb higher, Pen y Fan, the highest peak in South Wales is 9 miles from home.


										

									

								

								
	
									
										
											Need to know keyboard_arrow_rightkeyboard_arrow_down
											
										

									

									
										
											Property code: BN171
												6 bedrooms - 4 king-size bedrooms, 2 twin bedrooms can be made into super king zip-and-link by request (1 additional toddler bed in attic bedroom )
	6 bathrooms - 1 downstairs shower room, 3 en-suite shower rooms, 1 en-suite bathroom with shower over roll-top bath, 1 family bathroom with small bath
	6-hob gas Rangemaster double oven, American-style fridge/freezer, dishwasher, microwave and filter coffee machine
	Utility room washing machine, tumble dryer
	Cot and highchair available (bottom fitted sheet & cot duvet & cover provided, but please feel free to bring your own)
	TV with full Sky package, wireless Bose music system, plus TVs in 2 bedrooms
	Wi-Fi included
	Wood burner with first basket of logs included, additional logs available upon request
	Safes available in each bedroom
	Gun cabinet available
	Ample parking beside the property
	Patio and garden, with outdoor seating, BBQ and hot tub
	Stream in garden - children to be supervised at all times
	Please be aware the adjoining property does have 2 friendly dogs and a cat which do roam around the grounds and garden
	Shops and pubs — 2 miles, Brecon
	Arrival: 16:00 onwards
	Departure: before 10:00, unless otherwise stated in your arrival details
	Sorry, no dogs allowed
	There is an Accidental Damage Deposit of £500 when booking at this property, however this may be waived for £55.  We’ll provide more details about this when booking your holiday. 
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																						I celebrated my 30th birthday here with my family and friends. It was absolutely every we could have hoped for. All the bedrooms are big with super comfy beds, and sooo many bathrooms! The kitchen, living room, and dining room were perfect for 12 people - not too crowded but not too big. And there is a hot tub that was already heated for our arrivaRead morel for an extra bonus!! We honestly had the best weekend here and would definitely stay again! Hide
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																						An outstandingly well equipped and comfortableholiday home set in an idyllic countryside.
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																						The cottage was perfect. Every detail was considered and the location is better than any property we have stayed in before. Special thanks goes to Adrian who looked after us completely; nothing was too much trouble. Safe to say we had a fantastic holiday in Gludy and will absolutely book again.
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																						Had a lovely week. The view of Pen y Fan is amazing and cottage the best equipped of any I have stayed in.
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																						This is a large house a couple of miles from Brecon, tucked down a narrow lane. The house is well equipped and very comfortable with a large kitchen, dining room and sitting room (with a great wood burner in it). The views of the mountains from the kitchen and back garden are spectacular. If you're not driving, you'll need a taxi or nominated driveRead morer to get you to pubs and restaurants but overall a great place to stay for a large group. We'd certainly stay again. Hide
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															Note: As the postcode is used to identify the general area of the property, it may not always reflect its precise location, therefore please only use this map as a guide.
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                            The Travel Chapter Limited trading as Brecon Beacons Holiday Cottages is an appointed representative of ITC Compliance Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (their registration number is 313486) and which is permitted to advise on and arrange general insurance contracts as an intermediary.
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